Through its integration with GlobalSearch® Enterprise Content Management, the Square 9 Kyocera Connector provides a real-time capture solution that improves collaboration. Sharing document information with other business applications, anyone with access to the MFP touch panel can initiate a workflow that captures images, extracts high value data and notifies users of a pending workflow activity.

The Square 9 Connector was created by Kyocera for HyPAS enabled MFPs making your equipment truly multifunctional!

- Document capture can be securely stored locally
- Direct document printing from the results of a search
- Quickly find filed documents through new or saved searches
- Advanced data extraction for automated storage and sharing

Visit www.square-9.com/mfp to learn more!
How it Works.

The Square 9 Kyocera Connector provides the user-friendly tools to automate image capture, route documents, extract high value data, and create text searchable PDFs.

1. Capture
Documents can be captured from your multifunctional printer, scanner, email or even a watched network directory.

2. Enhance
As documents are being captured, image quality is enhanced with color drop out, auto cropping and noise removal.

3. Extract
High value data is extracted with OCR or Bar Code Recognition for automating filing or to share with other business applications.

4. Optimize
Batch scanning jobs are fully optimized with document separation through OCR, Bar Code, Page Count or Blank Page Separation.

5. Route & Release
Documents are released directly into the GlobalSearch database, either onsite or in the cloud, which are then routed to an inbox, Archive, network directory or multiple locations at the same time.

6. Convert
Scanned images can automatically be converted into text searchable PDFs as soon as they are captured from the Square 9 Connector.